
STRATEGY HACKS

9 WAYS TO
ESTIMATE
ANYTHING



Estimating is the first place to look if there is a gap between what
you think you you can do, and what you are actually doing.

It's the 'guesstimating' elephant in your head that is the problem.

Be honest, when was the last time you sat down and worked out
your costs, thought about your risks, and factored in changes? 

Good estimating requires all three, we tend to do the first in our
head and forget the rest... 

With over twenty years of experience delving into the proceses of
organisations, I can tell you that estimating is one of the most
misunderstood and undervalued activities out there, it might not
seem sexy but it will:

NO ELEPHANTS 
PLEASE

KNOW YOUR COSTS, UNDERSTAND YOUR RISK,
IDENTIFY THE THINGS THAT CHANGE OVER TIME. 

Help you win better business
Work with clients/suppliers to reduce
risk or pain points
Identify hidden or unncesary costs
Spark innovation by making you think
about your assets and time differently



1.    Rough estimate 

Use this when you have delivered the product or service before under
similar circumstances.

No matter how tempting it is to throw a rough estimate together, if you
need to source new materials, resource, or do something differently use a
bottom up or quantity-based estimate to check your mental calculations. 

2.    Detailed estimate 

Use this when you have standard line items, and clarity
about the work you need to do. Use a detailed estimate for bespoke jobs
and final quotes. The benefit of a detailed estimate for services is that you
can break down your payment terms by item. 

Example- John knows he needs to create a wireframe of a
new mobile phone app, he’s done this many times before and estimate 5

days of his time as the clients brief is clear.

3.    Quantity Costing 

Use quantity costs where materials make up a large proportion
of the estimate, estimating materials separately from services. i.e quantity
of
paint, vs labour allows you to bill exactly what is used, and estimate the
fixed price of labour. 
Example – Ruth knows it takes two cans of paint to cover
a small room based on previous jobs, she could provide a rough estimate
to the client. Instead, she provides a fixed labour cost (1 day) and estimates
the quantity in case more paint is required
The benefit of quantity costing is that it eliminates risk of absorbing
unexpected costs.

HOW & 
WHEN TO USE



WHEN TO USE

4.     Activity Based Costing or ABC 

Use this method for assigning costs to products, services, projects or tasks
based on: The activities that go into them and the resources consumed by
these activities (people/electricity/rent)

Use Activity Based Costing when you want to work out the
true costs of delivering your services, it will help with determining margins,

line items that are not profitable, unnecessary costs 

 

5.    Parametric estimate
This is a fancy name for having a spreadsheet with calculations that works
out an estimate based on known costs, time and conditions.

Use this method if you want to automate or speed up your detailed
estimating process. 

Remember what you put into the spreadsheet determines what you get out. 
  

6.    Quote, Bid or Pitch estimate 

·       Use an estimate to give an approximate cost
·       Use a quote to give a specific cost or time frame 

·       Use a bid to provide to customers or clients with the cost, time and value
of your product or service or project, and optional 'value' options- usually
when you are up against the competition

Use a pitch estimate to work out all the possible variables/questions you
may get asked. Write them down and use this as a pitch guide for yourself. 
How quickly can you scale up an order? Would there be a discount? 



Do you estimate the time it takes to produce digital assets? Instagram
content/ blogs, podcasts etc. 

Do you know how many digital assets you have, are you managing
them? What would happen if your Instagram page disappeared
overnight? 
What is the real value of your organisation’s knowledge? Is it tied to a
particular person? how would you scale it?

7.  Value of assets estimates 

I’ve included assets estimates in this list because is often overlooked or
thought of as only bricks/equipment. Knowing the value, lifespan and costs
ofthe assets you can and cannot see is essential to work out the true cost of
your service or product- use with Activity Based Costing

‘Digital Asset Management’ in the content age. 

Can you place an overall value against your digital assets? 

Use asset estimates to identify pain points around the things you cannot
see

8. Risk estimate 

Use a risk estimate for deciding if you should quote or bid for a piece of
work. Is there a high probability the client will pay late, what impact would
this have during slow business periods? 

Use a risk estimate to help you work out your risk appetite for new clients,

new products, or services. 

 

9.    Bottom up estimate 

Use this project management technique with team members to estimate
individual tasks and combine into an overall project estimate.

One useful tip when rolling all of the tasks up into one plan is to identify the
estimated ideal time versus elapsed time. Projects with people are
guaranteed to introduce elapsed time! Waiting for approvals, sick days etc. 

Use this estimate with clients to identify any ‘blocks’ and speed up

WHEN TO USE



GOAL PLANNING
SESSIONS

Do you know your true costs? have you
identified your risks? contact me for
details. 

I provide a range of consultancy services
including goal setting, strategy and
project management advice

leila@aingeconsulting.co.uk
07926 848 012


